Hello,
Thank you so much for your order of Inrive Hand Grips! We hope you love them
as much as we do. This guide will show you how to most effectively use your new
grips.
Opening the Box
Inside the box, you’ll find:
• A pair of grips
• A small mesh bag for carrying the grips
• A card showing how you helped support
a child in need and where to find more
free information, product demos and
discounts
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Putting on the Grips

• You will notice, etched into the leather, the grips show the size and say
Right and Left.
• For example, in the above image, you see “M Right” is a medium-sized
glove for the right hand and “M Left” is the medium-sized glove for the left
hand.
• Once you have the correct hand, put the grips over your middle, ring and
pinky fingers, so the cut-out area is by the thumbs, as shown in the image
below:
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• Insert the wrist strap through the ring…

• Pull the strap through the ring and secure it, making sure the leather
remains under the ring, providing a comfortable fit.

• Now, you should be ready! 3, 2, 1, Go…!
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100% Guarantee
At Inrive, we stand behind our products and your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed.
If you are not satisfied or have any suggestions for improvement, please let us
know.
Inspiring Athletes to Thrive
At Inrive, we believe that optimal health and fitness is the key to living the best
life ever. We all have light burning inside each of us and we need the inspiration
to let that light shine. We serve fitness enthusiasts who demand more because
they know living fit and inspired cultivates an amazing life for them as well as
those they serve. What’s in a name?…
in·rive /inˈrīv/ verb.
•

•
•

To be inspired to thrive [derived from the words “inspire” (meaning to fill
(someone) with the urge or ability to do or feel something) and “thrive”
(meaning to prosper; flourish)]
To make whole, mend or complete [derived from the words “in” (meaning
not) and “rive” (meaning to split apart)]
Yes, we made up this word and its definition, but we love it and we hope
that you are ready to inspire, rise and thrive in your life.

The logo is your candle or your torch that you carry in life. There is a light burning
inside all of us. We just need the inspiration to rise above our challenges and let
that light shine and thrive. Get inspired and take your candle and go light your
world.
As the name implies, Inrive exists to inspire others to rise above challenges, thrive
in life and live fit, inspired lives that are the greatest that can be lived.
Again we wish you all the best in your fitness journey and please let us know if
there’s anything we can do to assist you along the way!
To Your Health & Fitness,
All of us at Inrive
Inspire. Rise. Thrive.
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